Complexity of "A-a" knob-hole fibrin interaction revealed by atomic force spectroscopy.
During blood vessel injury, fibrinogen is converted to fibrin, a polymer that serves as the structural scaffold of a blood clot. The primary function of fibrin is to withstand the large shear forces in blood and provide mechanical stability to the clot, protecting the wound. Understanding the biophysical forces involved in maintaining fibrin structure is of great interest to the biomedical community. Previous reports have identified the "A-a" knob-hole interaction as the dominant force responsible for fibrin's structural integrity. Herein, biochemical force spectroscopy is used to study knob-hole interactions between fibrin fragments and variant fibrinogen molecules to identify the forces occurring between individual fibrin molecules. The rupture of the "A-a" knob-hole interaction results in a characteristic profile previously unreported in fibrin force spectroscopy with two distinct populations of specific forces: 110 +/- 34 and 224 +/- 31 pN. In the absence of a functional "A" knob or hole "a", these forces cease to exist. We propose that the characteristic pattern represents the deformation of the D region of fibrinogen prior to the rupture of the "A-a" knob-hole bond.